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It is disputable whether there is an accepted official or formal definition of crowdsourcing and what that definition should entail. Wikipedia attributes a definition to Daren C. Brabham stating that “Crowdsourcing is an online, distributed problem-solving and production model” (Brabham 2008). Coining the term crowdsourcing has been attributed to Jeff Howe (Howe, 2006). The term was used to describe a trend resulting from the very poor results—due to cultural differences and language barriers—of outsourcing software and data production to cheap labour countries. Companies started to try to outsource repetitive and large volume tasks to volunteers or low payed contractors in a local context, thus increasing capacity and volume while actually reducing cost. The aspect of ‘problem solving’ is likely more related to the concept of ‘wisdom of the crowd’ than to crowdsourcing primarily. When utilizing wisdom of the crowd a specific problem is put to a general and large audience by crowd sourcing means. For instance: sort the countries of the European Union according to land mass. Given a large enough audience for voting and sorting this will yield the right answer. A key aspect here is the size of the audience. In wisdom of crowd games the active audience needs to be large enough to warrant a statistically viable median. This seems to differentiate ‘wisdom of the crowds’ considerably from ‘crowdsourcing’ as such. Where a production task is put to a indiscriminate audience, the size of the audience does not seem to be the most determining factor for a successful crowdsourcing project.

Indeed the considerable research that has been conducted over the last years on the phenomenon of crowdsourcing suggests that crowdsourcing projects share the characteristic of the actual labour or activity in the project being highly unevenly distributed. The curve describing activity per user in such cases is even exponential, and as a rule of thumb it can be taken that 10% of the labour force generates 90% of the output (Brumfield 2012a). The success of a crowdsourcing project is tied more to individuals maybe than to the crowd. As Rachel Stone puts it: “You need to find, among the vast number of vaguely interested, not very analytical people who look at web sites, the small number of tidy-minded obsessives who care deeply about [your data]” (Stone 2012). This seems true not only from the sheer perspective of labour resource, but also as to type of labour or role. A reflective study on semi-crowdsourcing with eLaborate does also show the importance of an actively leading and guiding ‘crowd master’ (Beaulieu 2012).

1 Google Books’ Ngram Viewer disagrees: it finds significant traces of the term at least as far back as 2003.
2 A web based transcription environment developed and maintained by the Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands http://www.elaborate.huygens.knaw.nl
Another common aspect of the make up of ‘crowds’ is their relation to motivation and reward. Studies show that rewards or compensation are a non determining factor of crowdsourcing projects. In fact: simply paying for crowd sourced production seems to have adverse effects on quantity (Borst 2010, p.141) and quality (Organisciak 2010, Dobson 2012). The monetary aspect can actually profit the crowdsourcing party rather than the crowd: sometimes sources are put behind a pay wall and free access is allowed on the condition that a specific source is transcribed by the person requesting access (Ven 2010). But mostly payment compensation in any direction and magnitude defies the voluntary and playful nature of crowdsourcing (Organisciak 2010, pp.83–84). Rather contrary Borst suggests that the harder the challenge of the crowd sourced task, and the less the desire for compensation, the higher the output of a participant in a crowd sourced project. This ties in with findings that it are the intrinsic highly motivated people that drive production. Organiciak (2010) and Brumfield (2010) show that the most determining factors of a highly productive ‘crowd sourcee’ are the passion and interest in the subject and the importance felt about the subject or content.

As crowdsourcing production is driven by intrinsically motivated people it follows that one of the advantages of crowdsourcing may be found in its community forming power. Indeed experience at Huygens ING confirms this (Beaulieu 2012, Kets 2012). The eLAborate and Verwey-project cases of the Huygens ING show hybrid forms of applying crowd sourcing: the obvious benefits of a crowd (labour resource) is combined with a high care for quality. This results in community based outsourcing in which not anyone can access resources but only a selected community. This is motivated by the need to organize, control, correct and approve work by the ‘crowd sourcees’ to ensure scholarly quality. Beaulieu describes this as a positive development shying away from revolutionary tales and guiding new technologies towards a useful and critical application in humanities (Beaulieu 2012).

The argument of quality control is however often used to limit the openness of crowd sourced projects. Scholars as supervisors of crowd sourced projects are caretakers of quality and thus are genuinely concerned that scholarly quality may falter under the effects of crowdsourcing (cf. Dunning 2011). Scholars seem to have little information to rely on when trying to establish the limits and practices of quality control in crowdsourcing environments: “despite the increased attention to crowdsourcing, so far little is known about how knowledge from the crowd is evaluated and the potential tension that issues of reliability or quality” (Prats Lopèz, 2013). Certainly however known and evaluated controls are available: from simple double keying to open ended community review (Brumfield, 2012b). That scholarly crowd sourced projects tend to opt for closed off communities notwithstanding may simply be motivated by the primary concern for quality. As Brokfeld (Brokfeld 2012, p.88) has shown and as common sense would confirm: crowd sourcing communities select the technology and project make up most suited to them. For scholarly projects this may justifiably mean fencing off the work force.
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Public or community based, crowdsourcing does imply opening up at least partially the editorial process. Turning a previously often singular undertaking into a team or community based effort poses a number of questions to be considered on aspects of editorial organization and control. Patrick Sahle concludes that the role of the editor in crowd source projects indeed is changed from a sheer task of editing to providing structure, guidance, explicit quality controls, division of labour, the rational for practical editorial methodology, and even technical commodities as software and equipment (Sahle 2012, vol. 8, p235.). Another issue is that of ownership: if a crowd transcribes the sources of an edition, then who 'owns' that transcription? But even if ownership (e.g. in the case of public domain sources and works) is not a pivotal issue, credit always is. Sufficient recognition of labour turns out to be essential in motivating a community (Borst 2010). The necessity to formally recognize and credit crowd sourcees’ contributions is directly proportional to the complexity of the tasks outsourced.

Issues surrounding ownership of editions, the responsibility for the editorial work and methodology have direct implications for the openness of a (digital) edition. When Peter Robinson said “All readers may become editors too” he didn’t refer to just a cheap labour force for transcribing sources, to be conveniently discarded at the moment a transcription phase is done (Robinson 2004). Instead, like Ray Siemens has proposed, he envisioned a ‘social edition’ that embodies the ideas of an open notebook science and renders all aspects of the editorial process –e.g. annotation, commenting, interpretation– open to public engagement (Siemens 2011). It is both challenging and exciting to think how far we can venture into opening up this process (and thus the digital edition) to informed communities and even public crowds.

Scholarly editions provide much of the basic information and data on to which scholarly researchers of history and literature found their research. The analytic process involves in the case of literary analysis often painstakingly tracing names, annotating plot, clarifying meaning for instance. How much of this labour typically associated with high quality scholarly inference may actually be crowdsourced to the wisdom of the crowds? Current digital scholarly editions, seemingly inescapable and infinitely repeating bookish read only GUI metaphors, do not offer means to add information to the actual text by public users. As such they do more to hinder experiments with crowdsourcing than to support them. Harnessing the wisdom of crowds on our conceptions of narrative, of plot, of the development of characters at the very least will contrast and highlight our scholarly findings –more likely however they will reveal to us much more than we see now.
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